
MIS OF DELL

Management Information System in Logistics Industry. Management information system gives emphasis to the
collection, organization, Different Management Information Systems.

Wiley, n. While the company continued to grow rapidly; Dell experienced a series of setbacks that hurt profits.
Reduce Complexity. Mendelson, H. To produce the capacity for this, considerable attention must be placed on
organizational structures, processes, skills and culture. Information Processing Tools Information or Data
processing is the analysis and organization of data. Management Information Systems also helps a company to
create or update its inventory control system. Breen, R. Large corporate customers access Dell website called
dell premier which is a customized version of dell. Finally, it has successful developed notebook and server
product lines and expanded its markets internationally. Magretta, J. Decentralization of company into 4 major
regions-America Europe , Asia and Japan. Dell business strategies have drive Dell being the leading computer
industries in the world. In , the company began selling computers through retail stores, an effort it abandoned
in  Political P and Legal L factors are the rules decide and set by government regulations and Dell need to
adhere. Management information system involves the information system and the organization. Data
processing is divided into two kinds of processing: database processing and transaction processing. Dell is
using CRM system to contact customers directly and capturing as much information as possible Klinker,
Terrell and Mahfouz,  Besides that, Dell deployed a ValueChain. Moreover, Dell used this system to pull
material, track backlog numbers, check stock status, and supplier commitments. Customers can choose and
deploy a model, acquire a price quote, and buy the personal computers through online or by phone. Staffs are
deliver quality product and provide outstanding customer service and support. Among the leading producers
of computers in the world, Dell sells its products directly to customers through the Internet and mail-order
catalogs rather than through retail outlets. Transaction processing is used to access and update the databases
when users need to immediately view or add information; other data processing programs are used at regular
intervals to provide summary reports of activity and database status.


